
 

VigilAir is a passive (non-transmitting) RF Interception solution 

which detects, geolocates and tracks low-altitude commercial-off-

the-shelf drones. In most scenarios, VigilAir will also be able to  

geolocate the drone operator. 

VigilAir provides a wide coverage and highly accurate situational 

awareness picture of drones operating in a monitored area.       

VigilAir operates well in open areas as well as in urban zones,    

despite the latter’s complex RF environment, high noise and   

spectral clutter. VigilAir shows extremely high detection                

sensitivity and geolocation accuracy even in complex and high 

noise environments, generating practically zero false alarms. 

Detect, geolocate and track drones with high accuracy in urban and rural environments 

Vorpal’s VigilAir enables security & safety forces, military and law enforcement to easily achieve drone aerial situational 

awareness 

VIGILAIR 

VigilAir’s high clarity drones’ situational awareness picture can be 

viewed over a web-based GUI, either locally at the C&C center or 

remotely over PCs and mobile devices, supporting both safety and 

security command and management as well as field-deployed units. 

VigilAir is comprised of 4 sensors (or more) which can be            

permanently installed in fixed locations, or easily deployed in a 

ruggedized version for mobile/ad-hoc scenarios, and a system 

Command and Control center. The sensors perform RF reception 

and analysis, and  communicate with the C&C center which       

performs the geolocation, tracking, and manages the overall       

system operation.  The Command and Control center is realized on 

a standard server which  can be installed  locally (e.g. in a fixed site 

local deployment) or remotely/clouded (e.g. in HQ or a data      

center). 

VigilAir supports military, HLS as well as civilian operation since it is a 

passive system and is thus fully compliant with all relevant civilian 

regulations (FCC, privacy, cyber). VigilAir is fully operational, field 

proven, and has been declared as a TRL 9 system. 

 Ruggedized Sensor - computer 
and antenna array 

 VigilAir Command and Control center - 
Graphical User Interface (GUI)  

Operationally deployed  

VigilAir sensor 



Feature Specification Remarks 

System configuration 4 sensors as standard, 1 system Command 
and Control Center 

Additional sensors can be added modularly to 
expand coverage 

Covered Frequencies All major ISM frequency bands: 
2.4GHz, 5.8GHz, 900MHz, 433MHz 

Additional frequency bands between 70-
6000MHz can be  
added per customer request 

Detection & geolocation ranges Standard operational ranges: 
Urban - up to 3km 
Rural - up to 5 km 

Ranges are deployment and  
environment dependent. Proper deployment 
will increase ranges significantly 

Localization accuracy Several 10s of meters Highly accurate localization (<50m) even in     
urban environments 

Probability of Intercept (POI) & 
False alarms 

Probability of Intercept/detection is over 95% (usually 
over 99%) for most commercial off the shelf drones, 
with minimal (effectively -zero) false alarms. 

VigilAir detects & localizes >90% of commercial 
off-the-shelf drones 
  

Sensor dimensions (LxWxH) 
(ruggedized version) 

39 cm X 53 cm  X 31 cm  

Sensor weight 
(ruggedized version) 

Approx. 11Kg Approx. 12.2 with full set of batteries  
(3 cartridges) 

Ingress Protection Rating IP65   

Operating temperature –10 °C to +45 °C   

Operating humidity 95%   

Sensor power consumption 50W average, 80W max   

External power source Options: 
• Standard power outlet - 110/220VAC 

• Vehicle power outlet - 12VAC 

  

Internal power source 3 battery cartridges enabling up to 6 hours of continu-
ous operation. 

Up to 3 hot-swap battery cartridges. 
Batteries can also be charged during operation 
when the system is connected to a standard 
power outlet. 

Communication infrastructure Wireline, Mobile, Private links Sensor to Command and Control center        
connectivity 

Command and Control center Standard off-the-shelf server such as Dell OPTIPLEX SFF Minimal specifications: 
i7-7000, 16GB RAM, 500 GB SDD, Ubuntu OS. 

 VigilAir Specifications  

 VigilAir Advantages 

High POI with  

zero false alarms 

Fixed installations or 

mobile deployments 

Efficient large area 

coverage 

High accuracy and long- 

ranges detection and 

geolocation 

Fully  compatible 

with dense urban 

environments 

Mass Target 

Tracking 

Small footprint 

and form factor 

Non-transmitting 

fully passive mode 

About Vorpal 
Vorpal Ltd., is an Israel-based boutique technological powerhouse focusing on cutting edge signals analysis products and solutions. Aided by years long experience in    

military-grade Signals Intelligence (SIGINT), Vorpal is able to successfully design and deploy advanced and highly accurate geolocation solutions. Leveraging a wide 
array of inhouse capabilities, Vorpal builds its systems with optimal integration of hardware and software to provide best-of-breed RF-based geolocation solutions. 

Vorpal operates globally in the Aviation, Military and HLS, Critical Infrastructures and UAS Traffic Management (UTM) markets 
 

Vorpal's VigilAir 
VigilAir is Vorpal’s drone situational awareness solution, which provides ultra-sensitive detection coupled with highly accurate geolocation and tracking, providing a 
drone situational awareness picture with unique clarity. VigilAir has been declared at Technology Readiness Level 9 (TRL 9, successfully operational) and has been 

sold to discerning security focused customers. VigilAir has also been operated at selected sites in the UK, Europe and Israel. 
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